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 From October 23rd to January 23rd 2021, the Berlin Urban Spree Gallery is pleased to offer the wild 
Painter Orsten Groom his first German Solo Show - accompanied with his Poodle Mhund Arkestra (formed 
for the occasion), as well as conversations with the multifaceted journalist Max Dax.
CHROME DINETTE presents a new eponymous series: a wide Ensemble about Freud and Moses (under the 
aegis of Frank Zappa) - as well as a vast Recapitulative selection Large Formats of this essential Artist of the 
French independent Scene, to whom the ACMCM Art Center dedicated its first Retrospective this year 
- at only 37 years of age.

 Orsten Groom’s painting unfurls as «Post-Historical Cave Art», which, according to his German 
sidekick Jonathan Meese «Comes from the Future». 
Apocalyptic Frescoes, saturated with Creatures drawn from the Memory Styx by Demented Talmudic Investi-
gations, Carnivalesque Recapitulation of History from the Flow of Origins and Art History, 
«this turmoil is similar to the one I feel in the Grottos of Lascaux or Chauvet, in front of El Greco or Picasso 
paintings, or, in the 20th century, facing the essential work of Gérard Gasiorowski», wrote Olivier Kaeppelin, 
Curator of his recent Parisian Exhibition POMPEII MASTURBATOR 
- For which the Archaeological Park of Pompeii itself has send a complaint.

 Established in the heart of Friedrichshain, Urban Spree has been for more than 8 years an essential 
Reference in Urban Arts derived from Street-Art and Post-Graffiti.
This Berlin Exhibition brings together nearly Forty Works in two Sections: 
the large Wall Ensemble CHROME DINETTE (accompanied by its proverbial Divan), an Insane Round about 
Sigmund Freud and Moses through Ancient Egypt and Sick Poodles interpositions 
- as well as a «Subconscious» Journey with Parietal Sarcophagus Allures of Emblematic Large Canvases.

 Radical Independent and Self-Reliant Artist, Orsten Groom has established himself in a few years 
as a Major Player on the Young pictorial Scene, between Alternative circles and Museum Institutions.
His Painting roars on Large Canvases populated with Figures entangled by Mythological and Grotesque 
Archetypes, Dances Macabres gleaned by a Language Detective, an Amnesiac Epileptic Archaeologist. 
Its Material is Dense, Volcanic, inhabited like the ancient Livers of a Divinatory Ritual.

«Orsten Groom knows the Chaos Power of Color, it’s Anarchy Force. Through his Intuition of Paint 
as a Mudslide, Orsten Groom would be a kind of Pompeian Painter. Groom would use the Erup-
tion of the Volcano, the Eruption of the Painting Volcano so as to radiograph the Presence of Human 
Figures. The Silhouettes in his Paintings thus sometimes look like Fossil Decals» writes Boris Wolowiec.

 Ich bin der Dreck unter deinen Walzen / Ich bin dein geheimer Schmutz Und verlorenes Metallgeld
 Ich bin deine Ritze und Schlitze / Ich bin der Autor aller Felgen Und Damast Paspeln / Ich bin Eier aller Arten / 
 Ich bin alle Tage und Nächte / Ich bin der Chrome Dinette / Und du bist mein Sofa.                - Frank Zappa

CHROME DINETTE is Burning Divan, Hypnotic Sphinx and Sick Tongue of the Unpronounceable God.
 



CHROME DINETTE / CAPUTLOQUAX   -  (Détail / Studio view) 



 OLIVIER KAEPPELIN
 Writer, Critic, Curator of the exhibition POMPEII MASTURBATOR - [Paris Nov - Dec 2019]

 My first sensation, feeling and vision were those of an astonishing, intoxicating Expenditure, 
in the sense of Georges Bataille, a Gift of a Energy that is justified and understood by its «Aspect» 
as envisaged by Wittgenstein for Music, i.e. a Deployment that excludes any haggling with aesthetic 
conventions.
This expenditure generates colours, movements, networks of association and echoes that are never 
resolved in the search for an «expression» -  as we understand it to mean «expressionism». 
Orsten Groom is not an expressionist painter.

 This Gestures, Constructions, Compositions have a Rhythm, an Economy which are above all 
Freedoms of Pace and Invention. It is never about the peregrinations of a creative «Ego» looking for 
a style made of accents, of identifiable additions, in order to transmit its poetic and vision of a world 
worthy for the identification of a name, for the life and the name of the Painter.
 On the contrary, this Expenditure, its Accumulation, its offered Superimpositions, this Gift 
whiten the Canvas, i.e. its grammar and its lexicons dependent on the Symbolic. 

They are Paths, «Battlefields» leading us towards a Neutralization, an Annulment of forms by the 
interplay of Contrary Energies that forbids any appropriation through Recognition and Language. 
If, in the end, I attribute them to a «Being», then it is the Being of Painting. 
She is the Guide and Mistress of Orsten Groom. 
It is through her, through the Acts she inspires that we discover the sense of Adventure, of Expe-
rience, of the Reality she offers.

 This is why, captivated by his works, the intense emotion of finding myself at the heart of 
these astonishing compositions immediately held me back. 
This disorder is similar to the one I feel in the Caves of Lascaux or Chauvet, in front of El Greco or 
Picasso paintings, or in the 20th century facing the essential work of Gérard Gasiorowski.
With these Watchers, these Awakeners, to which Orsten Groom now rejoins, this is the Story and the 
Body of Paint that take us away, and open up Space. 
 
 
 
         



DEFIXIO  162 x 130 cm / Mixed medias on Canvas



 ABOUT ORSTEN GROOM 

 Radical, independent and self-directed artist, Orsten Groom (1982) was born in French Guyana 
from a Russian-Polish family. Graduated from the École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts de Paris in 
2009 and Le Fresnoy in 2011, he has been working as an Independent artist between alternative circles and 
international institutions since then. 
After an aneurysm that left him amnesiac and epileptic in 2002, he became a self-reliant  author and pro-
ducer of many noticed exhibitions. 
His first Retrospective was presented this year at the ACMCM Contemporary Art Centre of Perpignan 
- at only 37 years old. 

Orsten Groom is awarded by  l’Art est Vivant prize (2019), the Academy of Fine Arts (2016) and winner of 
the Antoine Marin Painting Prize (2015). The paint manufacturer Marin also makes a colour to his name: 
the Pink Groom. 
He is also a musician, author of collections of English cubist poems, filmmaker (Jury Prize for his film 
BOBOK at the 2011 Côté-Court festival) and since 2012 author of the video cycle Les Ballets Russes.
He has collaborated with curators Olivier Kaeppelin and Paul Ardenne ; the filmmaker Guy Maddin; the rus-
sian translator and poet André Markowicz, as well as the writer Boris Wolowiec with whom correspondence 
will be published shortly. 
In addition, an Opera project in collaboration with sulfurous french artist Jean-Louis Costes is up next year.
The famous German artist Jonathan Meese said of him:
 «Orsten Groom comes from the Caves and the Middle Ages and keeps History alive in today’s Art. 
   He comes from the future.»

 «In front of the Painting I consider myself a Soldier, a Maid, a Butler, hence the title of Groom for it 
presents well: he wears a Suit and the English word means a lot of things: the Bride and the Groom; Dressing 
and,  for apes, Delousing — as well as some Marginal Erotic Postures. 
The Groom is an Atlas of many things, Divinatory Liver and a Radical Profession of Faith. 
«Orsten» comes from the Orson Welles biography, who could’nt set foot in Italy without Lucky Luciano to 
harass him - some Zealous Leech urging him to make a film about his life, and incapable to pronounce his 
name correctly. This would make him sick - and this anecdote amuses me a lot. 
Orsten Groom is the Servant of the Genius’s Mispronunciation. » 



MÂÂT  210 x 140 cm / Mixed medias on Canvas                                       



Sigmund Freud’s Viennese Saloon : 
CHROME DINETTE’s Matrix Image

CHROME DINETTE



Und du bist mein Sofa

Abracadabra - Einsof - a Sofa - Ten Commandments - 
the Nile - Drawned Rats - Rains of Toads - Locusts - Bubons 
- Poodles with sick Jaws - Mesmerized Parrots - `
Scarabs - Rokurokubi - Heads on Sticks - First Borns 
- Golden Calves - Rods of Aaron & Snakes - Horned 
Prophets - Aleph - Hieroglyphs - Failed Svastikas 
- Dora - Mosaic - Sex - Oral - Buccal - Witz - Hysterics 
- the Primitive Scene - Doggy Style - Wolf Man - Totems 
- Taboos - Indians - Forts - Owls - Lapsus - Phalli - Pompeii 
- La Gradiva - der Rattenfänger - Masks - Volcanos - Lamp 
- a Psychoanalyst - Pharaoh - Faun - Transfers -
Phungus - Psychotic Graffiti - the Chamber in Arles - 
Epileptics - Procust - a Saxophone - Stutterers - 
Puppets - Constellations - Coitus a Tergo - Worms - YHVH 
- Daddy - Mummy - Topsy Chow Chow - Pulcinellas - 
Vasectomies - Herring Skeletons - Spider Webs -
Massacres - Innocents - Heavy Tongues - Hysteria - 
Ventriloquists - the Vivian Girls - an Exodus - 
the Afterlife & the Cursed Mouth 
- der Dreck unter deinen Walzen 
- Geheimer Schmutz & verlorenes Metallgeld -
Ritze und Schlitze - Maledictio 
- der Author Aller Felgen & Damast Paspeln - 
Aller Arten, Alle Tage & Nächte - 
the Prohibition of Images : the Chrome Dinette.



Orsten Groom 
Sigmund Freud, Moses, Frank Zappa & Cursed Mouth Poodles 
 
 Sigmund Freud publishes in 1939 his ultimate book : Moses and Monotheism.
While the Jews are persecuted, on the verge of extermination, he exposes an explosive and 
obscure theory according to which Moses was never Jewish but an Egyptian Dissident; 
whom the Hebrews murdered so as to duplicate him with a Doppelgänger : the later made-up 
Prophet of the Exodus (from Egyptian multiple gods and its Outerworld), borrowed from a 
local Deity of Volcanoes : Yahweh.
Throwing confusion and fanning the flames on people already accused of deicide, for whom it 
is no time to joke around, and putting back his own situation of Jew (himself forced to exile), 
he bursts out, tortured by the Jawbone Cancer that will finish him within the year - along 
with the collapse of History.
 
 Moses and Monotheism is the strangiest perverse testament of the father of psychoana-
lysis, a razzling book as much as a dazzling gesture, both massively commented, and since 
interpreted on multiple occasions.
But never pictorially, nor under the light of the Chrome Dinette.
For Moses ain’t Freud’s genuine Last Text : he devotes indeed his final writing efforts and 
extreme strengths to the translation of a Marie Bonaparte’s tale about her poodle Topsy : 
Topsy Chow-Chow.
Topsy, like Sigmund, had Mouth Cancer and had to undergo the same treatments for Tumors 
and Prostaetic Protuberances — by some curious identification Transfer.

 Freud divanized Poodles’n’Chow-Chows his entire life, eventually to identify with 
them in the tomb.
Frank Zappa dedicates a whole cosmogony to the Poodle, making it the third primordial error 
of God (with Man and Woman). Woman has always controlled Man by his Belowed Glands, 
until replacing his Satisfaction Turgescence by the Buccal Appendage of the Family Furry 
Totem. This, ever since the world is world on the Procuste Prophet SOFA - its Slots filled with 
the Secret Smut & Lost metal Money of History, at the center of a Flamboyant Chrome Living 
Room under the Sores of Egypt.

 Yahweh the God of Volcanoes spits / Ignites and speaks in his bush to Moses the Fiery 
Stutterer of the Heavy Tongue / The Accursed maledicted People rush into the Split Sea’s 
Harelip where Hamelin Rats drown / Jonah gets vomited from the Gefiltefish / Chow-Chow 
Jaws got poisoned / Got Transferred to those of the Word-Cure Patriarch / 
Who condemns his People in return / As those whose Afterlife got discarded for History and 
Catastrophe.

Labial, Oral and Mouthful is the Cavity of the One True Unpronounceable God.

The Chrome Dinette is his Feast.



From Desert to Egyptian Bas-relief: Exodus & Hallucinatory Psychoanalysis

 After I gave up painting, making of myself a Deserter (during the most prosperous year 
of my career), the Burning Sphinx Bush asked me the following Question: 
What does the Desert becomes in the «to Desert» Verb?
Is it the making of a Desert, escaping it, of destining oneself there in a Backwards Vocation? 
The Amnesiac Grudge implies that I remember everything since I lost Memory. 
The Exodus of the Self is a Tribe - Exit from Egypt and Exit into the Day (the proper title of 
the Book of the Dead) - a Verb that must be crossed to get there.
By the Word (that is to say «Myth»), spoken & cursed by the mouthful of oral & buccal 
mixed, Ventriloquist, Return of the Repressed.

 From one Prophet to another, from Stammering Moses to Corrupted Jaws of the Talk-
ing Cure Patriarch by interposed Poodles - dogteeth in the circuit of Sick Mouths - it is in-
deed the inexpressible Word of the Unpronounceable God that glossolizes the Turn of Babble 
of Art History - as Edgar Poe’s Valdemar’s Tongue. Delirium of desertic and mosaic propor-
tions, the introspection of my painting thus summons that of Psychoanalysis itself as a recapi-
tulative Apocalypse of Monotheism and Judaism, from Ancient Egypt Countdown - 
its Afterlife desertion towards History and the Catastrophe of human Time, carried away by 
the Plague of Painting.

 CHROME DINETTE radicalizes by chromatic Rutilance the Rehash of my grammar, 
my own Talmudic Investigation Method of archival samples / citations / consignments / 
spiritist convocations of images & documents taken as Verbatim, literally as Aleph: the Glottis 
sound of someone about to speak - to jerk again - stutter - reconsider what is said - Repeti-
tions as one rehearses a Play or a Score in the Orchestra Pit. Phantasmal pothole of Time and 
Substances of the world, Ethers and Mesmer Magnetic Fluids : X-rays and Cinematograph of 
the Unseen, whose Psychoanalysis convoys the exploration of consciousness as a Deranged 
Recording Device that produces Figures and Specters.

 Hallucination is not the realm of  the hazy and misty, where vague, soft and confused 
Ectoplasms liquefy, but on the contrary of Excessive Sharpness & Photographic Accuracy. 
All Visions equidistant and captured in the Saturation of an untenable, hyper-realistic Light. 
The word «Dream» itself, Exvagus, designates this paradoxical Exit from vagueness or wande-
ring - another Exit to daylight, Exodus under the Flat Desert of the Sun.

 In this desert I disguise myself as Prophet, Analyst, Poodle, Tetragram, sick Jaw and 
Talking Asshole (Burroughs). I recite myself as a painter between the teeth of expression;
as Valdemar tongue and Aleph of the great Already-there; as a Deserter - Where the painting 
flow of origines reigns, its arche (origin and command) between Beyond and Great Below:
the wide Procrusteus Bed where «One size fits all». 
Its call, i.e its calendar is the Point Zero, the burning bush that says : 
«Language is language. Language speaks» / «I am is» 
- A ventriloquist Tautology with no other message than its own Combustion in the Glottis - 
Grotto from the cradle of Self, swallowed like Jonah in the mouth of the great Fish.  
An Exodus equidistant from that which demands its oblivion and consigns it.



CHROME DINETTE

Selection

17 Canvases 
160 x 215cm each

The CHROME DINETTE series revolves around Sigmund Freud’s Viennese Salon, 
whose image serves as a Matrix and Eye of the storm for a Jumble of Motifs from Archives 
and Documents sewn into printed collages as a background for each canvas, with halluci-
natory hyper-realism.
Each painting is then fully embroided in painting so as to create a baroque hybrid, 
bastard and mutant, like muddy daguerreotypes of maniacal delirious visions and haun-
ting obsessions.

This technique radicalizes the method of sampling and quoting motifs from History and 
Art history, for which Orsten Groom’s painting is known for - 
and thus embellishes its vocabulary with surprising effects according to the laws of 
Egyptian Bas-relief, Mosaism and Visionary Realism,  typical to certain possessed people. 
- which Freud and Moses are emblematic cases here. 



 FORTSCHRITT IN DER PAPAGEISTIGKEIT



PARASHEMOT



SIEG MHUND



YAVHOLCANISMUS



URIGSZENE



Urban Spree

Located within a 70.000 sqm post-industrial compound at the heart of Berlin, Urban Spree is 
an independent, self-financed, 1700 sqm cultural place specialized in arts, post-punk concerts, 
artist residencies and a large Biergarten. 
Our model is based on diversity and an economic line that shields the arts from short term 
commercial constraints, giving us the freedom to experiment.

Active since 2012, the gallery specializes in contemporary post-graffiti, and fosters programs and 
artists whose experience is rooted in «vandalism» and an extensive use of public space. 
The gallery has since its inception produced more than 80 solo and group exhibitions, 
(showcasing the works of - among other artists - Hendrik Czakainski, Christian August, Jonni 
Cheatwood, Anthony Lister, Futura...). 

Urban Spree builds bridges between cultures and audiences and Berlin is its cradle. 

CHROME DINETTE at Urban Spree

 Orsten Groom’s painting stems from his passion for Cave walls, their innumerable pa-
limpsests of coloured or engraved motifs (sometimes thousands of years apart) called «Fatras» or 
«Hodgepodge» - from the Saturation and Reversed Perspective of the Icons, which Background 
is prepared by Accumulations of Luminous Layers - as well as for Pompeii: it’s Frescoes, Graffiti 
and Mosaics, and of course the Greatest Artist of All Times: the Vesuvius.

 This Uterine Filiation through Walls Surfaces and Palimpsests conveys its workmanship 
paradoxical yet obvious Allures of Contemporary Urban Writing - although it is part of a 
40,000-years-old Tradition of Apocalyptic Recapitulation.
Thus the inscription of this painting in Urban Spree finds an obvious Coherence.

 The CHROME DINETTE issues are a formidable opportunity to experiment and radica-
lize this Ancestry. First of all by the literality of the mosaic (Mosaism = «From Moses»), for the 
composition method of the 17 paintings of the series, as well as for their hanging option.
On the other hand, the Egyptian setting offers, between Hieroglyphics and Pharaohism, an in-
creased exploration of the ancient Bas-relief, where Figures are encircle according to certain laws 
of «non-infringement» guaranteeing them preservation of dignity in the Afterlife - where true 
life begins - precisely the one from which the Jewish people flee behind the shadowy Moses, 
for the Wailing Wall...
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 PRESS REVIEWS

Olivier Kaeppelin - Capture & Seizure 
Paul Ardenne - Walk into Shape
 
(in French)
Point Contemporain / Elisabeth Schubert - Récépissé, Autant dire tout instant 
Revue Possible  / De Jonas l’autre — Entretien avec Clare Mary Puyfoulhoux
L’Indépendant / Le Présent antérieur
Inferno Magazine / Marion Zilio - Une seconde avant le Sheol 
Untitled Magazine / Sandra Barré - Sacerdoce joyeux et suprématie de l’art
BoumBang Magazine / Clare Mary Puyfoulhoux - And he lives without 
Arts Hebdo Media / La peinture sous haute tension d’Orsten Groom
Artpress / EXOPULITAÏ - Review, Francesca Caruana  
Move On / Grand entretien et article 
Technikart / Interview

Extraits de la Correspondance Boris Wolowiec - Orsten Groom

Sigismund Benway / +1 -1 / Entretien fleuve avec Orsten Groom
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                SLUAGHGHAIRM SPERM (Detail)  270 x 250cm
                



PROZESS (Detail)  130 x 195 cm



MITTE (Detail)  220 x 220 cm                                        


